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NEW QUESTION: 1
A requirement states: Loan applicants must enter their annual
salary. If the salary is above the qualifying threshold, the
application is automatically approved. If the salary is below
threshold, the applicant must identify a cosigner.
Select two configuration options that follow best practices to
meet the requirement. (Choose two.)
A. Create an assignment step for a loan officer to review the
applicant's annual salary and determine if a cosigner is
necessary.
B. Use a collect information step with an annual salary field.
Use a decision shape to determine whether to advance to a step
to enter cosigner information or complete the process.
C. Design a user view with an annual salary field and a section

for cosigner information. Use a Visible When condition to
display the cosigner section when the salary is below the
threshold.
D. Design a user view with an annual salary field. Create an
optional action to collect information about the cosigner and
assign the action to the appropriate stage.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your manager has notices a drop in productivity and believes it
is due to employees checking their social media feeds too
frequently. You are asked to provide analytical statistics for
this traffic within your network on an hourly basis.
Which AppSecure feature should be used to collect this
information?
A. APBR
B. AppFW
C. AppTrack
D. AppQoS
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two parameters must be considered when evaluating for
severity on a Wi-Fi interferer? (Choose two.)
A. number of active wireless clients
B. broadcast frequency
C. location in the wireless infrastructure
D. OS of the affected wireless clients
E. dBm
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
A given computer will not enter the PXE Holding Queue. You have
verified the PXE Proxy is in Holding Queue Mode.
What is the likely cause of the problem?
A. The client has not been scanned into the database.
B. The client computer has already performed a holding queue
task.
C. The client's holding queue service is not running.
D. The holding queue is broken.
Answer: B
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